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From now on, you can request a customer monitor to know the status of your sync with REST API calls. We also

added a bunch of performance improvements and UI updates, along with some bug fixes

In this release

Improvements

EXACOMP-967 Added possibility to set up a customer monitor on your instance

JIRANODE-3198
From now on, Exalate nodes can schedule events in parallel, which improves

memory usage

JIRANODE-3197 Improved app performance

JIRANODE-3068 Added logging for syncs of Select list custom fields

JIRANODE-3175 Exalate now collects stats about onboarding messages getting checked

JCLOUD-1429 Added possibility to create triggers with empty queries

EXACOMP-979 Improved performance by reworking the data storage mechanism

EXACOMP-972
Implemented lazy loading. This improves performance by not overloading memory

with data

EXACOMP-789 Improved general load time by updating the codebase

Bug fixes

JIRANODE-3186
Fixed bug where it wasn't possible to delete deactivated connections in Pending

status

JIRANODE-3107 Fixed bug with comments not syncing properly

JIRANODE-3209 Fixed bug where Exalate was incorrectly displayed in REST API errors

JIRANODE-3103 Fixed bug with sync events being generated after disabling a connection

JIRANODE-3181 Fixed bug where Sync Queue filter didn't work after Bulk Exalating multiple issues

JIRANODE-3201
Fixed bug where links to script errors in Script mode connections weren't

displayed

http://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/search?phrase=:Jira+on-premise


JIRANODE-3182 Fixed bug with Error filters not working

JCLOUD-1504 Fixed bug with visual mode connections getting stuck

EXAEDIT-1132
Fixed bug where filters would get hidden in the Filters pop-up window in Visual

mode connections

EXACOMP-922 Fixed bug with pop-up alignment when going to an error from the Connections tab

ZENDESK-301
Fixed bug with the successful verification screen reappearing after refreshing a

page

SNOWNODE-275 Fixed bug where only one entity was shown as synced in Bulk Connect operations

ADNODE-287 Fixed bug with verification failing in Visual mode connections

EXAEDIT-1182 Fixed bug with the filter in Sync Queue working incorrectly

EXACOMP-678
Fixed bug where project name wasn't shown after disabling a Visual mode

connection

EXAEDIT-1186 Fixed bug with license limitations showing incorrectly in Bulk Exalate

ZENDESK-297
Fixed bug where accepting permissions took a long time in Visual mode

connections

ADNODE-284
Fixed bug where session was expired after verifying admin access in Visual mode

or clicking Go to remote in Script mode

EXAEDIT-1180
Fixed bug where automatic and manual sync wasn't working in Visual mode

connections if there were multiple conditions

UI updates

EXACOMP-285 Updated the look of the License Details section

EXACOMP-787 Updated the notification after making a Bulk Connect

EXACOMP-964 Bulk Connect and Triggers tabs load faster

EXACOMP-621 Removed the template selection for Script mode connections

EXAEDIT-1031
Fixed alignment of checkboxes in the Add mapping section for Visual mode

connections
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